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Introduction

Good morning, I’d like to start by welcoming you all here today to our conference on

“Regulation and Investment”.

This is an opportune time for us to come together to discuss regulatory and investment

issues.  There are several reasons for this, including that:

! In parallel with the Productivity Commission’s review of the relevant parts of the

Trade Practices Act, the conference gives us the opportunity to take stock following

a number of years’ experience of utility regulation, of what we are doing and how

we do it.

! More specifically, it has become clear in a number of areas where the Commission

has regulatory oversight that there is a wide spectrum of views relating to the

impact of regulation on investment.

For example, the recent proposal to change the National Gas Code has been a catalyst

in gas industry participants stating their beliefs and perceptions of the impact of

regulation on investment.  Submissions received include perceptions by some that the

current regulatory framework will lead to an investment drought, and others that say

there is no evidence of the regulatory framework causing an impediment to investment.

In considering this issue it has to be kept in mind that investment is not the only

concern in the legislation and codes that govern the Commission’s work.  Regulators

must strike a balance between providing investors with incentives for long-term

efficient investment and looking after the consumer interest by setting prices as close as

possible to the efficient costs of service provision.

We are all here to listen to international and Australian experts, debate, and thereby

gain a better understanding of these issues.

Is there a link between regulation and investment?

Perhaps one of the most critical perceptions of the current regulatory framework I have

heard of late is a statement by Hastings Funds Management in a Submission concerning

the recently proposed change to the Gas Code.  Hastings claim that:

 ‘Although the ACCC may argue that if it can achieve favourable terms for consumers,

it is fulfilling its mandate, we would argue that such behaviour distorts investment
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decisions.  It creates massive risk for investors because there is no price certainty of

tariffs, since the tariff can be changed by regulatory fiat at any point.’1

At odds with Hastings’s perception is the statement made by National Economic

Research Associates on BHP’s behalf that:

‘In light of evidence to the contrary, we disagree with the claim that allowing new

pipelines to be covered under the Code will lead to “a capital strike on new major

development activity” in pipeline investments in Australia.’2

Hence, there exists a vast array of perceptions, but what is the reality?

! Is our regulatory framework impeding socially desirable investment?

! Should regulation be re-aligned to strike a different balance between returns for

investors, and lower costs to consumers?  Is our regulatory framework too rigid, or

do regulators have too much discretion?

! What is the most effective means of promoting competition?

The Economic Basis for Regulation

The shared ethos of the Hilmer Report, CoAG and subsequently the ACCC is to

encourage competition in contestable markets and apply effective regulation to

bottleneck facilities or facilities with natural monopoly characteristics.  Competition

and the regulation of natural monopolies should facilitate productive, allocative and

dynamic efficiency, leading to a significant positive impact on overall community well-

being.

In telecommunications, opening the sector to competition along with the Commission’s

role in the regulation of declared carriage services has seen the benefits passed on to

consumers through lower prices and an increased range of services.  At the same time

structural change and reform have opened up new business opportunities for

incumbents and new entrants.

Similarly, in the energy industries, the regulation of transmission networks has passed

                                                

1 Hastings Funds Management Limited Submission concerning proposed change to Gas Code for New
Pipelines page 5

2 NERA – Gas Pipelines And Regulation (prepared for BHP), page 2, 22 February 2001.
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benefits from upstream competition in electricity generation on to final consumers

through lower prices.  Asset owners have benefited from new opportunities, while also

being exposed to consistent and transparent regulation and the opportunity to earn rates

of return commensurate with their investment risks as assessed by regulators.

It is natural for us to look to the economics discipline to answer the questions

surrounding the identification and interpretation of natural monopoly characteristics,

and how and when does competition become effective enough for regulation to give

way to market forces.  We are very pleased to have a number of eminent economists to

advise us on these matters.

Market Definition – what should be regulated?

In accordance with recommendations of the Hilmer Report, gas and other utilities in all

jurisdictions have progressively been vertically disaggregated (or ring fenced) into

contestable and non-contestable elements.  This reform has enabled regulation to focus

on the elements of the supply chain that exhibit natural monopoly characteristics.

Some industry participants however, may argue that markets have been defined too

narrowly for the purposes of determining who should be regulated.  For example, they

believe that a highly competitive road transport industry mitigates any monopoly power

that would have accrued to the rail industry. This raises the questions:   

How widely should markets be defined?

Should electricity and gas be grouped together as a single energy market in assessing

the level of market concentration and power?

Efficient Regulation

As regulator the Commission does not have unfettered discretion, but is bound by codes

and other legislative requirements.  However, over all the industries the Commission

regulates the objectives are similar.  They are to develop a regulatory process which

reduces monopoly pricing, provides a fair risk adjusted return to network owners, and

creates incentives for managers to pursue ongoing efficiency gains through cost

reductions.  It should do this without requiring excessive resources to apply and comply

with such regulation.

As the gas transmission regulator, the Commission aims to achieve a balance between
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the pipeline owner receiving a fair return that will encourage appropriate new

investment in the industry, and producing efficient tariffs that allow gas users to

compete and invest in other markets.  In achieving these aims, the Commission is aware

of the need to ensure compliance costs are minimised and that the regulatory process is

objective, transparent and as light-handed as possible.

In telecommunications it is not always the case that network duplication and facilities-

based competition are preferable to interconnection.  Where rollout costs are high on a

per-line basis, as they are in many of Australia’s more remote and sparsely settled areas,

it is unlikely that network duplication will be an efficient alternative.  In those

circumstances, ensuring that competing carriers can access the existing infrastructure on

reasonable terms and conditions is the only way that Australian households and

businesses in those areas will see the benefits of competition.

This example highlights the risk associated with getting pricing wrong.  A charge that is

set too high will mean that rivals may find it ultimately cheaper to invest in their own

network than to purchase access from an existing network operator.  This can occur

even if the existing network has the capacity to provide service more efficiently than a

duplicated network structure.  Charges set too low will have the opposite effect, and

discourage investment by both the existing infrastructure provider and its rivals, which,

if undertaken, would improve the overall welfare of Australians.

The importance of efficient access price determination is significant across all regulated

utilities, and we welcome the opportunity to learn of new developments in this area,

including later today through a speaker from the OECD.

Greenfields Projects

Addressing ‘greenfield risk’ is a major challenge facing the ACCC, and one which it is

thinking deeply about.  Compared with established infrastructure, greenfield projects

typically have an uncertain volume profile and a variety of specific risks.  The

Commission recognises these specific risks associated with greenfield investments and

a number of options exists to deal with these risks.  Does the regulator pay adequate

attention to the risks involved in “greenfield” projects?

In the Commission’s recent approval of the greenfields Central West Pipeline, the final

access arrangement incorporated a number of features that are a definitive signal to
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industry that the Commission recognises that the risks associated with greenfields

investment can be accommodated within its regulatory framework.

Further, the Commission also recognises that trade-offs may need to be made between

providing regulatory certainty and maintaining sufficient flexibility to deliver the best

regulatory outcomes.

‘Regulatory Holidays’ are advocated by a number of industry participants as a method

of overcoming greenfields risks.  As the term suggests, this would provide the investor

with a grace period without the usual regulation in order to earn an acceptable rate of

return without any regulatory risk during that period.

Several questions arise about what constitutes a greenfields investment; the duration of

the holiday and the regulatory scheme to be applied at the conclusion of the holiday

period.

The speaker and panellists on these issues should provide a particularly lively debate.

The Impact of the Regulatory Process on Investment

Regardless of the regulatory framework adopted, regulation consumes valuable

resources that could be deployed elsewhere.  Intuitively, the potential cost of regulation

varies directly with the number of different regulators, and the number of different

regimes in place.  To mitigate the costs of regulation, the Commission has been pro-

active in promoting a nationally consistent approach to regulation by all national and

state-based regulators.  For example, the Utility Regulators Forum was established by

the ACCC in conjunction with other regulatory agencies in 1997.

The Commission is striving to achieve ‘best practice’ regulation that is efficient,

consultative, predictable, and consistent, while providing for fair returns to facility

owners, and fair prices for customers.

In assessing access arrangements, the ACCC relies heavily on the input of all

stakeholders under the legislation and various codes.  The ACCC derives great

assistance from public submissions and takes seriously its role of balancing the interests

of all stakeholders: the service provider, access seekers and consumers.  As these

interests may not always coincide, the assessment process can be quite a challenge.

Does this process detract from the efficiency of regulation in Australia, or is it one of
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the lynchpins crucial to an effective access regime?

Over the next two days we will benefit from regulatory, legal and economic

perspectives on the appropriateness of current regulatory processes.

Regulatory Outcomes – Returns

Finally, there is a vigorous debate on the appropriateness of returns provided by the

regulatory schemes in place.  The Commission is bound by the relevant legislation and

codes, whereby it has to trade off the interests of consumers with those of the regulated

firm.

It is important to understand that the ACCC in its regulatory role does not directly

control the actual returns that regulated businesses can earn.  If a business is able to

outperform its forecasts in reducing operating and maintenance costs, it can exceed the

benchmark returns for the regulatory period.  I believe that the operational framework

we have in place provides important incentives for businesses to operate more

efficiently.

Regulation has facilitated the development of competition in telecommunications

services which, combined with the rapid pace of technological and service change, has

changed the nature of the telecommunications market in Australia.  The outcomes

include many more operators in the market, increased infrastructure, an increased range

of services and substantial wholesale and retail price falls.

However, the Commission is aware of recent industry criticism – particularly from

Telstra, airports and the gas transmission sector – regarding the impact of regulation.

In determining benchmark returns the Commission considers both overseas experience

and domestic indicators including stock exchange and superannuation fund returns.

However, it is always necessary to be asking whether the benchmark returns are

sending the right signals for efficient investment, and whether our regulatory

framework is achieving the outcome it was intended to.

Conclusion

There are numerous questions surrounding regulation and investment such as those I

have outlined today.
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•  Is our regulatory framework consistent with achieving an appropriate level of

investment?

•  Should regulation be re-aligned to strike a different balance between returns for

investors, and lower costs to consumers?

•  Is our regulatory framework too rigid, or does it provide too much flexibility and

uncertainty?

•  What is the most effective means of promoting competition?

•  Does the regulatory system deal adequately with greenfields risks?

We are all here to listen to international and Australian experts, debate, and gain a

better understanding of the issues surrounding regulation and investment.

I trust the conference will be of great benefit, and that we all will gain a better

understanding and enhanced perspective on regulation and infrastructure investment in

Australia.
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